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TOKYO: Japanese internet and solar company SoftBank
Group Corp is raising its stake in Sprint Corp after merger
talks with T-Mobile collapsed, signaling its commitment to
a turnaround at the US wireless carrier.

Tokyo-based SoftBank reported yesterday that July-
September net profit tumbled to 113 billion yen ($991 mil-
lion) from 528 billion yen a year ago.

Quarterly sales rose nearly 4 percent to 2.23 trillion yen
($19.5 billion) on improved results at Sprint, as well as rev-
enue from Arm, a British chips company SoftBank acquired
last year. Helping bring profit lower was the absence of last
year’s foreign-exchange gains, as well as derivative losses
that came from its sale of part of its stake in Chinese e-
commerce giant Alibaba.

T-Mobile and Sprint
are the third- and fourth-
largest wireless carriers,
respectively, in the US, but
they are significantly
smaller than AT&T and
Verizon, which effectively
have a duopoly over the
US wireless service.
Wireless carriers Sprint
and T-Mobile called off a
potential merger Saturday,
saying the companies
couldn’t come to an agree-
ment that would benefit customers and shareholders.

The two companies have been dancing around a possi-
ble merger for years, and were again in the news in recent
weeks with talks of them coming together after all. But in a
joint statement Saturday, Sprint and T-Mobile said the
negotiations were off for the foreseeable future.

Sprint has debt and has been losing money, but its
results had been improving gradually, partly because of
additional investments from SoftBank, which also sells the
Pepper humanoid.

But both analysts and SoftBank had said they believed
Sprint needs a deal, rather than trying to compete on its
own. But Washington regulators have frowned on a possi-
ble merger. D.C. spiked AT&T’s offer to buy T-Mobile in

2011, and signaled in 2014 they would have been against
Sprint doing the same thing. But with the new Trump
administration, it was thought regulators might be more
relaxed about a merger.

SoftBank Chief Executive Masayoshi Son told
reporters that the talks fell apart because T-Mobile did
not want to be equal partners in management. But he
insisted Sprint will prove a gold mine because of the move
to IoT, where SoftBank’s investment in Arm will pay off,
especially in the US.

“We are entering an era where billions of new con-
nected devices and sensors will come online through-
out the United States,” he said. “Sprint is a critical part

of  our plan to ensure
that we can deliver our
vision to American con-
sumers and we are very
confident in its future.”

Son said he felt
“absolutely great” after
the merger talks ended
because worries over
indecisiveness were gone.
“It was an important
decision,” he said. “But
the day will come when
having Sprint will pay
off.” Although Arm’s sales

grew from the previous year, its losses grew as well
because of costs for hiring engineers. Son, credited as a
visionary and seen in the company of high-profile people
like Microsoft Corp. co-founder Bill Gates and President
Donald Trump, has been aggressive in investing in artificial
intelligence, the internet of things and renewable energy.

Son has set up a $100 billion SoftBank Vision Fund
specially for the technology sector with money from Saudi
Arabia, United Arab Emirates and other investors.

SoftBank’s Japanese mobile business continued to do
well in the last quarter, increasing smartphone sub-
scribers, according to the company. SoftBank was the
first carrier in Japan to offer Apple’s iPhone. It also owns
the SoftBank Hawks baseball club, which recently won

the Japan Series, this nation’s equivalent of the World
Series. Meanwhile, French media and telecom group
Altice is launching a new mobile venture in the United
States in a deal signed with American operator Sprint,
the groups announced Sunday. Through the agreement,
the French group’s American affiliate Altice USA “will
utilize Sprint’s network to provide mobile voice and data
services to its customers throughout the nation,” a joint
statement read.

Sprint, an affiliate of Japan’s SoftBank, “will leverage the
Altice USA broadband platform to accelerate the densifi-

cation of its network,” it added, without providing a time-
frame or financial details of the deal. The announcement
came just a day after Spring and T-Mobile — a US affiliate
of Deutsche Telekom — called off merger talks.

“As content and connectivity continue to converge, we
believe this approach will be a model for future strategic
arrangements across multiple industries including cable, tech
and others,” said Sprint president and CEO Marcelo Claure.
Altice has more than 26 million mobile customers in a string of
countries, including France, Portugal, Israel and the Dominican
Republic, according to the company. — Agencies
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NEW YORK: There were signs, some say telltale signs, of
Russians using social media to meddle in last year’s US
elections long before tech companies wised up to it. Red
flags included payments in rubles for ads on hot-button,
divisive issues targeted at Americans.

It wasn’t until late September, nearly a year after the
elections, that Facebook disclosed that it found Russia-
linked ads on its service. Twitter and Google followed.

Could Facebook and other tech giants have caught the
abuse earlier? Here’s the case for and against: 

It took too long
These companies have very smart people working for

them, all tasked not just with building new features but
ensuring that existing ones work. Could Facebook,
Google and Twitter really not foresee - and when it was
actually happening, simply see - that Russian govern-
ment-sponsored agents were posting from fake accounts
and buying political ads using little-known payments
providers?

Could they have asked themselves why a legitimate
advertiser from Russia would feel the need to target
Americans on issues such as gun control and race? Or
promote pro- and anti-Trump protests in American
cities?

Facebook has said that it focused on more traditional
threats, such as hacking, early on.  Then, its attention
turned to fake news and propaganda, but not before CEO
Mark Zuckerberg dismissed as “pretty crazy” the idea
that false news on the company’s service influenced the
outcome of the elections. He later apologized, but the
now-memorable quip shows the kind of self-assured atti-
tude that often gets the company in trouble .

This spring, Facebook disclosed that foreign nation-
states and non-state actors were using its service for
malicious activity related to the elections. It did not
directly name Russia at the time, already five months
since the elections.

In a memorable, mostly one-sided exchange with top
lawyers from the companies, Democratic Sen. Al
Franken of Minnesota offered this exasperated point:
“People are buying ads on your platform with rubles.
They are political ads. You put billions of data points
together all the time, that’s what I hear that these plat-
forms do. They are the most sophisticated things
invented by man, ever. Google has all knowledge that
man has ever developed. You can’t put together rubles
with a political ad and go like, ‘Hmmm, those data points
spell out something pretty bad.’”

Jonathan Albright, director of research at the Tow
Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University, said
tech companies like Facebook “didn’t act proactively.”
The company’s business model is giving companies
access to “real people. Albright added that Russians
exploited the same “custom audiences” targeting tools
that Facebook markets for political campaigns. Combine
that with the yet-unregulated online political ads space,
it’s no wonder Russia sought to exploit it.

Hindsight is 20/20
Asked in a hearing this week whether they have found

all evidence of Russian meddling, top lawyers for
Facebook, Google and Twitter said investigations were
ongoing. So, as a matter of speaking, that’s “no.”

Facebook also wouldn’t say with certainty that no oth-
er country had also misused its platforms. After all, with 5
million advertisers each month, and billions of pieces of
non-paid content, how could Facebook comb through
everything - especially when advertisers could mask their
real identity?

Facebook’s general counsel, Colin Stretch, acknowl-
edged that in hindsight the company should have had a
“broader lens” about these issues.  —AP
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Broadcom offers 
to buy Qualcomm 
for $103 billion

NEW YORK: Communications
chipmaker Broadcom Ltd yesterday
said it offered to buy smartphone
chip supplier Qualcomm Inc for $70
per share or $103 billion in cash and
stock, in what would be the biggest
technology acquisition ever. A tie-
up would combine two of the
largest makers of wireless commu-
nications chips for mobile phones
and raise the stakes for Intel Corp,
which has been diversifying into
smartphone technology from its
stronghold in computers.

Broadcom’s offer is at a premium
of 27.6 percent to Qualcomm’s clos-
ing price of $54.84 on Thursday, a
day before media reports of a
potential deal pushed up the com-
pany’s shares.

Qualcomm shareholders would
get $60 in cash and $10 per share in
Broadcom shares. Including debt,
Broadcom’s bid values the transac-
tion at $130 billion.

“In our view, $70 per share
wouldn’t be sufficient,” Nomura
Instinet analyst Romit Shah wrote in
a client note. Qualcomm is trying to

close its $38-billion acquisition of
NXP Semiconductors NV, one of
the largest makers of chips for vehi-
cles and expanding into self-driving
technology.

Broadcom said its proposal stands
irrespective of Qualcomm’s acquisi-
tion of NXP goes through or not.

Shah believes Broadcom would
encourage Qualcomm to complete
its NXP acquisition as it has exten-
sive distribution channels, scale and
exposure to the fastest growing

segments in automotive, where
Broadcom is underpenetrated.

Broadcom said BofA Merri l l
Lynch, Citi , Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan and Morgan Stanley have
advised that they are highly confi-
dent that  they wi l l  be able to
arrange the necessary debt
financing for the proposed trans-
action. Qualcomm shares, which
traded over $70 as recent as
December 2016, closed at $61.81
on Friday. —AP

Workers at iPhone 
supplier in China 
protest unpaid bonuses
SHANGHAI: Hundreds of workers streamed through dark
streets, blocking an entrance to an Apple iPhone supplier’s
factory in eastern China to protest unpaid bonuses and
factory reassignments, two witnesses and a US nonprofit
group said.

Jabil Inc., which runs the Green Point factory in Wuxi
city, maintains that only 20 to 40 employees were actually
protesting and the rest were night-shift workers trying to
enter the factory, but vowed to take corrective action over
the wage dispute.

“As long as they can present evidence of promises by
brokers we will help them to get paid,” said a spokes-
woman for US-based Jabil, Lydia Huang.

Jabil, in a statement, said it was “committed to ensuring
every employee is paid fairly and on time.” Apple told the
New York-based China Labor Watch that it was investi-
gating and pledged to ensure that workers got fair com-
pensation. “We are requiring Jabil to send a comprehen-
sive employee survey to ascertain where gaps exist in
payment and they must create an action plan that ensures
all employees are paid for the promised bonus immediate-
ly,” Apple said in the email to the nonprofit.

The protest highlights the complexity of overseeing
global supply chains that can involve hundreds of manu-
facturers and subcontractors, as well as third-party labor
brokers - and their subcontractors - that are tasked with
recruiting workers for those factories. Companies differ in
the amount of responsibility they are willing to take on.
Apple stepped up oversight and disclosure following a
spate of negative reports about worker suicides and
injuries at suppliers.

After Tim Cook took over as chief executive, in 2011,
Apple began publicly identifying top suppliers. It also
publishes annual audits detailing labor and human rights
performance throughout its global web of suppliers. Apple

said it did comprehensive audits of 705 sites last year and
documented significant improvements in compliance with
its supplier code of conduct.

“About 600 workers went protesting for failing to get
their bonus,” a worker who asked that only his family
name, Zhang, be published for fear of retribution, said
Thursday. He said that like many of his colleagues, he was
promised a bonus of up to 7,000 yuan ($1,056) if he
stayed for 45 days when he signed up for the job through
a labor broker. “It has already been over three months but
I still haven’t got the money,” he said.

Tu Changli, a security guard at Jabil’s Green Point facto-
ry, said a labor broker promised him 2,000 yuan ($302) if
he stayed for two months. “I didn’t get it at all,” he said. He
also said he saw hundreds of workers protesting. The com-
pany he said he works for, Wu Tai Security Co., declined
comment. Tensions had been running high at Jabil’s Green

Point factory. Tu, the security guard, said he saw a worker
talked down from the edge of a rooftop in late September.
And Zhang said that on Sept. 30, he saw a security guard
hit a worker with a wooden stick so hard the stick broke.

Apple in its email to China Labor Watch said both inci-
dents had to do with disputes with security guards, not
underpayment, and added that it was working with Jabil
“to make sure their security guards are properly trained to
avoid and de-escalate situations.”

The current iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 plus had a 2 percent
share of the iOS device market nearly a month after their
launch, significantly lagging the 5 percent share grabbed
by the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 plus at a similar point last
year, according to Localytics, a mobile engagement plat-
form that analyzes iPhone adoption rates. Analysts attrib-
ute iPhone 8 sluggishness to the pending release of the
iPhone X. —AP

BEIJING: Youths use their mobile phones near an advertisement for iPhone X in Beijing
yesterday. —AP

TOKYO: In this July 20, 2017 file photo, SoftBank Group Corp Chief Executive Officer
Masayoshi Son (left) speaks during a SoftBank World presentation at a hotel in Tokyo. —AP

China adds 2 
satellites to 
navigation system
BEIJING: China has added two satellites to its home-
grown global navigation and positioning network that
seeks to reduce reliance on the US-based Global
Positioning System, state media reported yesterday.

The pair of Beidou-3 satellites were launched
aboard a single Long March-3B rocket from the
Xichang launch center in the southwestern province
of Sichuan on Sunday night, broadcaster CCTV and
the Xinhua News Agency reported. China plans to
complete a network linking more than 30 satellites
providing real-time geospatial information worldwide
by 2020.

The system started operating in mainland China in
2000 and then expanded to cover the Asia-Pacific
region in 2012. The Beidou-3 satellites represent an
upgrade with greater accuracy and an enhanced abil-
ity to communicate with other satellite navigation
systems.

The network would eventually provide monitoring
and safety information along the nation’s multinational
infrastructure megaproject, the Belt and Road Initiative,
designed to link China with Central Asia, Europe, Africa
and beyond.

On completion, Beidou, which means Big Dipper in
Chinese, will join GPS, Russia’s GLONASS and the
European Union’s Galileo as satellite navigation systems
with global coverage. India, France and Japan are also
developing regional systems. —AP

BEIJING: In this file photo, visitors look at a display booth for
Qualcomm at the Global Mobile Internet Conference (GMIC)
in Beijing. —AP


